1. To participate in the World Cup promotions, players must be over 18 years of age at the time
of these promotions.
1.1 To participate in the World Cup promotions on Goldenpalace.be, players must have a player
account or create a player account on Goldenpalace.be and have activated the F+ license.
2. The promotions on the World Cup start on Sunday 20 November 2022 and end on Sunday 18
December 2022.
3. Central European Time (CET) is used to determine the start and end of each promotion
4. The promotions on the World Cup are composed of two parts described in points 5 and 6
5. The first part consists of 2 promotions that are valid during the entire duration of the World
Cup, i.e. from 20 November 2022 to 18 December 2022
5.1 The Bet Builder
The Bet Builder feature gives the player the opportunity to combine selections from the same
event into one ticket.
For the ticket to be considered a winner, all selections played must be correct.
If any of them are not correct, the Bet Builder will be considered a loser.
5.2 Multibooster
The Multibooster consists of increasing the winnings of the Multiples bets by a minimum of 2
matches
The following percentages are applied:
2 selections: 2%.
3 selections: 3%.
4 selections: 5%.
5-10 selections: 10%.
11-15 selections: 20%
16-24 selections : 40%
25 selections: 60%.
The minimum rating of each selection must be 1.40. If one of the ratings is lower than 1.40, it will
not be taken into account in the total of the selections
The offer cannot be used in conjunction with other offers.
System bets and Bet Builder bets are not eligible for the offer.
Cash-Out feature is available but Multibooster will not be applied if used.
Multibooster is only applied to net winnings, i.e. total winnings minus the starting bet.
Golden Palace Sports reserves the right to change or cancel this promotion at any time.

6. The second part of the promotions consists of a daily promotion throughout the World Cup
from November 20th 2022 to December 18th 2022.
6.1 Promotion Only New Customers
6.1.1 20/11/2022 : New customers only
Promotion valid only for new customers who register between 19/11/2022 00:00 and
20/11/2022 17:00.
Match: 17:00: Qatar - Ecuador
Promotion: The net profit is doubled with a maximum of €30 per customer (net profit = Profit Bet) (example; customer x plays €10 on Qatar winning with a probability of 3.4, if Qatar wins,
customer x wins €10 x 3.4 = €34, the net profit is €24 (€34 - €10). Thanks to the promotion, we
double the net profit, customer x receives an extra €24.
Bet: Only the first ticket was played. All markets
Pre Live or live ticket
Single Bet
Minimum stake: €0.50.
Minimum odds: no minimum
6.1.2 23/11/2022: New Customers only
Promotion valid only for new customers who register between 23/11/2022 00h00 and
23/11/2022 20h00.
Match : 20h00 : Belgium - Canada
Promotion: €10 Extra per Goal scored by Belgium on the 1st Ticket played by the customer on
the match Belgium – Canada and if this ticket is winning
Bet : Only the 1st Ticket on the match Belgium-Canada . All markets
Pre Live or Live Ticket
Single Bet only
Minimum bet: €10
Minimum odds : 1.50
Maximum Extra Winnings: €30 per customer
6.1.3 27/11/2022: New customers only
Promotion valid only for new customers who register between 24/11/2022 00:00 and
27/11/2022 14:00.
Match : 14h00 : Belgium - Morocco
Promotion : €5 Extra (per corner awarded to Belgium) on the 1st Ticket played by the customer if
this ticket is a winner with a maximum of €50.

Bet: 1st Ticket only. All markets on the Belgium-Morocco match
Pre Live Ticket
Single bet only
Minimum stake: €10
Minimum odds : 1.50
Maximum Extra Winnings: €50 per customer
6.2.1 Day 1: 20/11/2022
Match: 17h00: Qatar - Ecuador
Promotion: €5 Extra if a red card is dealt during the match
Bet : All markets
PreLive ticket only
Single bet only
Minimum bet: €10
Minimum odds: 1.40
Only 1 promotion per customer
Offer valid for bets placed before the start of the match eligible for the promotion
6.2.2

Day 2: 21/11/2022

Matches: 2pm: England - Iran
5pm: Senegal - Netherlands
8pm : USA - Wales
Promotion: 20% Extra winnings with a maximum of €50 per customer and per match. The 20% is
on the net winnings (Winnings - stake)
Bet: 1st Ticket on the "Total Goals" bet per match
Pre Live or Live Ticket
Single Bet only
Minimum stake: €0.50
Minimum odds: 1.40
Maximum Extra winnings: €50 per match and per customer
6.2.3. Day 3: 22/11/2022
Matches: 11am: Argentina - Saudi Arabia
2pm: Denmark - Tunisia

5pm: Mexico - Poland
8pm: France - Australia
Promotion: 20% Extra winnings with a maximum of €30 per customer
Bet Builder available on all 4 matches
Pre-Live ticket only
Minimum bet: €0.50
Minimum odds: no minimum
Maximum Extra Winnings: €30 per customer per match
1 promotion per customer per match
6.2.4 Day 4: 23/11/2022
Match: 20h00: Belgium - Canada
Promotion : 2 € Extra winnings per Corners for Belgium on the best winning ticket
Bet : All markets except "Total Corners”
Pre Live ticket only
Single Bet only
Minimum bet: €10
Minimum odds : 1.40
Maximum Extra Winnings: 20 € per customer.
6.2.5 Day 5: 24/11/2022
Matches: 11am: Switzerland - Cameroon
2pm: Uruguay - South Korea
5pm : Portugal - Ghana
8pm : Brazil - Serbia
Promotion: 20% Extra winnings if 1 of the 2 teams wins with minimum 2 goals difference. 1
promotion per customer per match.
Bet : All markets for all 4 matches
PreLive ticket only
Single bet only
Minimum stake: €10
Minimum odds: no minimum
Maximum Extra Winnings: €20 per match per customer (only 1 promotion per customer per
match)

6.2.6 Day 6: 25/11/2022
Matches: 11 am: Wales - Iran
2 pm: Qatar - Senegal
5 pm: Netherlands - Ecuador
8 pm: England - USA
Promotion: Bore Draw: Losing bets are refunded if the match ends 0-0.
Bet : Correct Score - Half Time/Full Time - First Goalscorer
PreLive Ticket only
Single bet only
Minimum bet: €0.5
Minimum odds: no minimum
Maximum Extra Winnings: no limit

7. The amounts won for the "World Cup " promotion will be automatically distributed to the
winners as soon as possible, maximum 7 days after the end of the tournament.
8. By participating in this promotion, players agree to the terms and conditions.
9. In case of conflict between the different languages of this document, the French version is the
one considered correct.
10. Belgian law is applicable. The courts of Brussels have exclusive jurisdiction.
11. Golden Palace reserves the right to change any part of this promotion or this promotion as a
whole at its sole discretion.

